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Recognizing the risk of fluvial bank erosion is an important challenge to ensure the early warning and
prevention or control of bank collapse in river catchments, including in the Yangtze River. This study
introduces a geomorphons-based algorithm to extract river bank erosion information by adjusting the
flatness from multibeam echo-sounding data. The algorithm maps ten subaqueous morphological ele-
ments, including the slope, footslope, flat, ridge, peak, valley, pit, spur, hollow, and shoulder. Twenty-
one flatness values were used to build an interpretation strategy for the subaqueous features of riverbank
erosion. The results show that the bank scarp, which is the erosion carrier, is covered by slope cells when
the flatness is 10�. The scour pits and bank scars are indicated by pit cells near the bank and hollow cells
in the bank slope at a flatness of 0�. Fluvial subaqueous dunes are considered an important factor accel-
erating bank erosion, particularly those near the bank toe; the critical flatness of the dunes was evaluated
as 3�. The distribution of subaqueous morphological elements was analyzed and used to map the bank
erosion inventory. The analysis results revealed that the near-bank zone, with a relatively large water
depth, is prone to form large scour pits and a long bank scarp. Arc collapse tends to occur at the long bank
scarp to shorten its length. The varied assignment of flatness values among terrestrial, marine, and fluvial
environments is discussed, concluding that diversified flatness values significantly enable fluvial sub-
aqueous morphology recognition. Consequently, this study provides a reference for the flatness-based
recognition of fluvial morphological elements and enhances the targeting of subaqueous signs and risks
of bank failure with a range of multibeam bathymetric data.

� 2021 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering and
Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Bank erosion is a severe problem in any fluvial system, as it can
contribute to a majority of the total sediment load in a catchment
[1–3]. It causes damage to structures and land loss adjacent to the
river channel, leading to various alterations to the riverbed and
floodplain [4,5]. Since the closure of the Three Gorges Dam, the
bank slope has been frequently unstable during intensified erosion
of the main stream in the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze
River. Bank erosion in an alluvial river downstream of a dam is
important for flood control management, and this topic has
received significant attention recently [6,7]. Evaluations of the ero-
sion rate using observation records of multi-periods have been
conducted for decades [8–10]. Many studies have focused on mod-
eling bank erosion using geographic information system (GIS)-
based vulnerability zonation technology [11,12], as well as com-
bining bank stability with fluvial processes, such as toe erosion
[13] and bed deformation [14]. Recently, novel measurement
instruments have been applied to analyze the mechanism of bank
erosion, including terrestrial laser scanners, acoustic Doppler cur-
rent profilers, and multibeam echo-sounding systems [15]. Motion
photogrammetry, along with high-resolution topographic data,
have been used to monitor the erosion of terrestrial banks [16].
However, most bank erosion occurs under water in the main
channel of the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River,
where most parts of the bank slope are submerged by water.
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Identification of subaqueous bank erosion has become essential for
raising early alarms, thereby being an important and urgent issue
for decision makers and planners.

Measurement records from multibeam eco-sounding systems
provide a method to create high-resolution bathymetric data that
are used to generate slope [17,18] or shade relief maps [19,20].
Subaqueous morphological element maps are also in demand to
gain additional knowledge on bank erosion. To map morphological
elements, Wood [21] divided the land surface into six elements,
including the channel, ridge, plane, peak, pit, and pass, based on
the slope and curvature. Macmillan et al. [22] applied heuristic
rules and fuzzy logic to combine topographic variables, such as
relatively convex, concave, and planar in profile, to classify 15
elements, including level crest, divergent shoulder, upper depres-
sion, and back-slope. The advancement of computing technology
has led to the development of an increasing number of methods.
The iterative self-organizing data analysis technique has been
used to extract ten elements from a digital elevation model
(DEM) [23]. A top-hat method was combined with Wood’s
method to generate nine elements, including ridge, shoulder,
and back-slope, from the DEM using threshold values of the slope,
curvature, and elevation [24]. An object-based image analysis
method was applied to segment nine elements from four param-
eters, including elevation, profile curvature, plan curvature, and
slope gradient [25]. A pattern recognition approach (geomor-
phons) was used to extract elements on the terrestrial surface
from elevation based on local ternary patterns (LTPs) and the
line-of-sight principle [26]. Geomorphons were also used in the
sea environment by Cui et al. [27] to classify morphological ele-
ments of the sea floor at relatively large cell sizes. In addition,
the method of geomorphons was found to be superior to Wood’s
criteria for describing submarine dunes [28]. A different method
based on geodesic morphometry was also applied to automati-
cally extract dune crests and troughs [29].

In a river system, algorithmic techniques can be efficient for
auto-extraction of morphological elements. This study applies geo-
morphons to recognize subaqueous features of bank erosion,
including the bank scarp, bank scar, and scour pit, as well as the
bank toe and dunes. A bank scarp that hosts a steep slope is the
carrier of bank erosion. Bank scars and scour pits are considered
the vestiges of bank erosion. The bank toe retreats during bank ero-
sion and affects bank stability. The movement of dunes changes the
bed forms that influence the flow-field environment and then par-
tially affects the process of bank erosion, specifically when the
dune is developed near the bank. We applied the method of geo-
morphons owing to its flexibility in various regions [26,27,30–
35]. Our study can be differentiated from many existing studies
because it analyzes the significance of setting a suitable flatness
for morphological element mapping.
2. Study area

The study reach of the Yangtze River is just upstream from the
confluence of the Yangtze River and Dongting Lake, situated
approximately 390 km downstream from the Three Gorges
Dam. The reach is in an S-shape with a length of 25 km and
within the longitudes and latitudes of 113�40E–113�80E and
29�260N–29�300 N, respectively. The study reach borders the Hubei
Province and Hunan Province in the north and south, respectively.
Fig. 1(a) displays the vectors of the water depths, shallow areas
(the area above a water depth of 0 m), and riverbank generated
from a navigation map of the middle reaches of the Yangtze River
in 2015, with digital processing based on the navigation datum of
the Yangtze River in 1958 and the national elevation datum in
1985. The reach can be divided into channels from Qizhou to
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Chenglingji, from Linjiaolao to Qizhou, and upstream of Linjiaolao.
The riverbed is covered by sand within the shallow area, which is
exposed above the water surface in the dry season.

Bank erosion is severe in this reach; based on a 2019 survey,
almost all the banks along the main channel are occupied by fail-
ures. Bank failure was classified as wash collapse, strip collapse,
and arc collapse [36,37]. Our field investigation showed that strip
and arc collapses along the riverbank are the most prevalent failure
modes in the reach. The bank slope still faces a severe risk of failure
despite bank protection measures (Fig. S1 in Appendix A). For the
natural fluvial bank, the upper stratum, consisting of cohesive soil
with a high degree of consolidation, and the loose sand stratum at
the foot of the slope often lead to strip collapse after the bank
carves and loses support [38]. Arc collapse is highly destructive
and usually occurs at the top of a concave bank with a relatively
large scour depth and curvature [39]. Bank failure affects the evo-
lution of the river course and changes the river regime. During the
evolution of the river course, the swing of the main stream line and
erosion of the river course may cause bank failure. If bank failure
along the river course is not controlled promptly, it may lead to
adjustments to the river regime [40].
3. Methodology

3.1. Data acquisition

Field measurements were conducted from August 27–29, 2019.
Bathymetric data were acquired at a water depth of 1–45m using a
Reson SeaBat T50-P multibeam system operating at frequencies of
200/400 kHz. Data were Differential Global Positioning System
(DGPS)-positioned and processed with the Teledyne PDS software
package, USA. To ensure data collection of the water depth, the
ship speed was controlled within eight knots. Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) 50 N was selected as the projection reference sys-
tem. The multibeam echo-sounding system scanned a total length
of 72.32 km, mainly the left bank adjacent zone upstream of Lin-
jiaolao, the right bank adjacent zone from Linjiaolao to Qizhou,
and the main channel from Qizhou to Chenglingji.

Then, we manually removed the outliers from the point cloud of
the water depth using the editing tool in the latest version of the
PDS software. Numerous notable outliers can be selected and
deleted. The processed point cloud was used to generate a grid
model with a grid spacing of 0.5 m, resulting in a total of approxi-
mately 15.37 million grids for the entire area. The grid model was
imported into the ArcGIS version 10.3 software package, as shown
in Fig. 1(a), and used as the input for the geomorphons method to
map the subaqueous morphological elements for bank erosion
recognition. Six sample areas were selected and named ‘‘near-
bank zone” (NBZ), represented as NBZs 1–6 for the following anal-
yses (Fig. 1(b)).
3.2. Principle of geomorphons and subaqueous morphological
elements

In the geomorphons method, the LTP method developed by Liao
[41], describes the terrain types in the vicinity of the central cell.
The terrain was used as input to identify ten surface morphological
elements based on the local elevation of terrain (Fig. 2(a) [26]). The
morphological elements can be regrouped into three classes,
including convex elements (ridge, shoulder, peak, and spur),
straight elements (slope and flat), and concave elements (valley,
footslope, pit, and hollow).

Practically, an LTP was determined from a combination of eight
elevation changing trends, starting at the central cell and extend-
ing along the principal compass directions (D) up to the lookup



Fig. 1. (a) Measured multibeam bathymetric data and (b) the transect profile of the sample area.
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distance (L), extracted using the line-of-sight principle [42]. The
eight elevation profiles were extracted from the DEM to calculate
the zenith (/D

L ) and nadir angles (wD
L ) at the central cell. The zenith

and nadir angles were used to indicate the openness of the terrain
surface and were calculated based on the elevation angle of the
profile. There are eight principal compass directions for each cen-
tral cell, that is, north (N), south (S), west (W), east (E), northeast
(NE), southwest (SW), northwest (NW), and southwest (SE), at
intervals of 45�. Along each direction, a set of elevation angles were
calculated from the profile. An elevation angle is defined as the
angle between the horizontal plane and a line connecting the cen-
tral cell to a point located on the profile. Negative and positive ele-
vation angles are associated with points on the profile lower and
higher than the central cell, respectively. Within the lookup dis-
tance (L) in direction (D), the zenith and nadir angles along the
lookup distance and direction can be calculated from the maxi-
mum elevation angle (bD

L ) and minimum elevation angle (dDL ) as
follows:
52
/D
L ¼ 90� � bD

L

wD
L ¼ 90� þ dDL

ð1Þ

Fig. 2(b) [26] illustrates the concept of the zenith (/) and nadir
(w) angles. For point A, both the maximum and minimum elevation
angle are negative, yielding a zenith angle greater than 90� and
nadir angle smaller than 90�. Therefore, the zenith and nadir angles
both vary in the range of 0�–180�. The elevation changing trend of
a profile corresponding to direction (D) and lookup distance (L) is
represented by the difference between the zenith and nadir angles.
Flatness (t), also known as the relief threshold, is a minimum value
of the difference between the zenith and nadir angles considered
significantly different from the horizon. This was used to divide
the difference into three classes denoted by DD

L as follows:

DD
L ¼

1 if /D
L � wD

L < �t

0 if /D
L � wD

L

�� �� � t

�1 if /D
L � wD

L > t

8><
>:

ð2Þ



Fig. 2. (a) Illustrations of the LTPs, (b) line-of-sight principle, and (c) lookup table in the geomorphons-based auto-classification of morphological elements. A, B, and C in (b)
are three central cells as the cases to show three typical assignments of D based on the comparison among the zenith (/) and nadir angles (w), and flatness (t). In (c) the
elements are defined based on the number of (�1) and (+1) symbols that combined into a two-digit number. Reproduced from Ref. [26] with permission.
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where (0), (�1), and (+1) represent that the surface profile from the
central cell is horizontal, downward, and upward, respectively. The
three typical effects corresponding to the symbol are showninFig. 2(b)
[26], where DD

L is represented as D. Moreover, eight symbols for a
ternary pattern were calculated as each elevation profile has one DD

L .
With three possible values for DD

L in each of the eight directions,
the total number of possible LTPs is 38 (i.e., 6561). Only 498 differ-
ent LTPs remain after considering rotational and reflectional sym-
metries, which are defined as geomorphons [26]. Jasiewicz and
Stepinski [26] established a lookup table for terrestrial landform
elements (Fig. 2(c)), where the rows and columns indicate the
number of (�1) and (+1) symbols in the pattern, respectively.
Using the lookup table, ten morphological elements were defined
by grouping geomorphons based on the number of (�1) and (+1)
symbols, which were considered as the ten subaqueous
morphological elements.

3.3. Presupposition of lookup distance, skip radius, and flatness

The parameters used to effectively apply the geomorphons
method for subaqueous bank erosion recognition are the lookup
distance (L) and flatness (t), as indicated in Eq. (2), and the skip
radius, as presented in Fig. 2(b) [26]. Here, L determines the size
of the traversal window. This window should be relatively large
to contain the bank scarp, whereas a small window is sufficient
to include bank scars and scour pits. When the window size is lar-
ger than a certain threshold, the mapping result is constant
because zenith and nadirs angles will change little with further
increase of window size. Using a greater lookup distance, we can
simultaneously identify elements on a wider range of scales. For
example, Jasiewicz and Stepinski [26] considered 50 cells as the
critical lookup distance. Accordingly, we set the lookup distance
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as 100 m, which is sufficient to cover the data for the water depth
from the bank slope to the riverbed. A larger window size was not
considered because the large lookup distance increases the compu-
tational pressure and has little contribution to element mapping.

The skip radius is used to filter the influence of small terrain
changes in the vicinity of the central cell (Fig. 2(b) [26]). As men-
tioned above, removing the outliers that are not notable in the
editing tool is difficult, and the outliers near the central cell inter-
fere with the identification of morphologic elements. Therefore, by
setting the skip radius such that the terrain change near the central
cell is neglected, the calculation began at values greater than the
skip radius. In this study, the skip radius was 3 m, that is, the water
depth variation in the distance within six cells near the central cell
for the N, E, S, and W directions, and within four cells for the NW,
NE, SW, and SE directions.

The flatness value varies from 1� to 3� in different studies
[26,27,31–35]. Theoretically, with a decrease in the flatness, the
number of (�1) and (+1) symbols can both increase, indicating that
more subaqueous surfaces originally covered by flat cells can be
classified into other elements. Adjusting the flatness value to gen-
erate and compare the morphological element maps is necessary.
Then, a suitable flatness value for the classification of underwater
surfaces and the recognition of bank erosion features can be deter-
mined. Twenty-one flatness values were selected to generate mor-
phological element maps to show the trend of decreasing flatness:
40�, 35�, 30�, 25�, 20�, and 15� (at intervals of 5�), and 14�, 13�, 12�,
11�, 10�, 9�, 8�,7�, 6�, 5�, 4�, 3�, 2�, 1�, and 0� (at intervals of 1�).
3.4. Processing procedure for morphological element mapping

The GRASS GIS software provides a tool to generate morpho-
logic element maps. In this tool, flatness cannot be set as zero
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because /D
L � wD

L

�� �� < t is the condition to assign 0 to DD
L . In addition,

it may be time consuming to map elements for various flatness val-
ues as required in this study. We scripted geomorphons in MATLAB
2019b.

To enhance the computation of the zenith and nadir angles,
eight convolutions for the principal compass directions were used
to move the matrix of the bathymetric data by one cell at every
time instant for each direction (Fig. 3). The differences in the dis-
tance of the moving image in the N, E, S, and W directions was
one grid size, whereas that in the NE, SE, NW, and NW directions
was

ffiffiffi
2

p
times the grid size. We saved the number of (+1) and

(�1) symbols as the number of tens and bits, respectively. Conse-
quently, all the geomorphons can be represented as a two-digit
number (Fig. 2(c) [26]), where, for example, 52 represents five
(+1) and two (�1).

Using a computing platform with an i5 3570 central processing
unit (CPU) and 16 GB memory, approximately 2.5 h was consumed
without parallel computing to calculate the zenith and nadir angles
in the 15 396 � 15 237 matrix for a lookup distance of 100 m.
Geomorphons-based morphological elements classification
through the comparison of the zenith and nadir angles required
approximately 1 h for computation. The total computation time
of approximately 5 h to identify the geomorphic elements of the
entire study area is advantageous.

4. Results

4.1. Implication of flatness on the recognition of subaqueous
morphological elements

We can map the subaqueous elements of morphology with
different reliefs using various flatness values. Fig. 4 shows NBZs
Fig. 3. Moving matrix with a one cell distanc
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4 and 6, which were used to demonstrate the distribution change
in the morphological elements with the set of flatness values.
There is an upward trend in the number of slope cells, but a con-
trasting trend for flat cells with a decrease in flatness from 40� to
3�. With a flatness of 40�, the most subaqueous area near the
bank was classified as a flat element. With a flatness of 10�, the
underwater bank slope was covered by slope cells. With a flatness
of < 10�, the riverbed was gradually overlapped by slope, ridge,
and valley cells with a further decline in the flatness. With a flat-
ness of � 3�, the pattern of elements remained steady, although
the peak and pit cells expanded in the center of the ridge and val-
ley areas.

Fig. 5 presents the statistical results of the morphological ele-
ments, and Table 1 quantitatively lists the recognition results of
the geomorphons method for the morphological elements under
different flatness values. With a flatness of 40�, the subaqueous
surface was occupied by flat cells, accounting for approximately
95% of the area. With a flatness of 10�, the percentage of footslope
cells was relatively large, approximately 9.68%–20.07%. For flatness
ranging from 10� to 3�, the occupation of the slope cell increased
and reached its highest point at approximately 3�. However, the
percentage of flat cells sharply decreased and disappeared at 3�.
This revealed that a relatively flat surface becomes a slope when
the flatness value is minimal. Hollow and spur cells increased with
the decrement in the flatness and reached a peak at 0�, encompass-
ing 11.17%–20.63%. Pit cells also increased to the highest occupa-
tion of approximately 4.26%–10.33% for NBZs 1–6 with a flatness
of 0�. In contrast, shoulder and footslope cells disappeared with a
flatness of 0�. This can be explained by Eq. (2), where DD

L cannot
be defined as (0) for t = 0� and the total number of (+1) and (�1)
symbols is eight, leading to the disappearance of the flat, shoulder,
and footslope according to Fig. 2(c).
e for eight directions with convolution.



Fig. 4. Morphological element maps in (a) NBZ 4 and (b) NBZ 6 using geomorphons for the decrement in flatness from left to right.

Fig. 5. Area statistics of the morphological elements using geomorphons for the decrement in flatness in (a–f) NBZs 1–6.
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4.2. Morphological elements indicating bank erosion

In this study, bank scarp, scour pits, and bank scars were used as
the fluvial subaqueous features to estimate bank erosion. With the
decrement in flatness, an underwater surface with a high slope
angle was identified as a slope cell. When the slope ratio of the
slope element is relatively large, the slope cells can indicate the
potential of the bank scarp to collapse (Fig. 6(a)).

The development of the scour pits can alter the shape of the
bank scarp and accelerate bank erosion. Pit cells accumulating near
55
the bank correspond to scour pits deeper than the surrounding.
Bank scars result from the occurrence of collapse, indicated by hol-
low cells. Correspondingly, spur cells indicate the lateral boundary
of the collapse (Fig. 6(b)).

Fig. 6(a) shows the bank toe in this study that can be repre-
sented by footslope cells distributed at the bottom of the bank
slope. The bank toe is used to separate the bank scarp from the riv-
erbed indicated by flat cells. Subaqueous dunes represent rhythmic
terrain with alternating ridges and valleys of a wave, which is
similar to the crest and trough of dunes (Fig. 6(b)).



Table 1
Statistical results for the ten morphological elements based on the geomorphons method.

NBZ Flatness (� ) Ridge Shoulder Spur Slope Hollow

Number Percentage (%) Number Percentage (%) Number Percentage (%) Number Percentage (%) Number Percentage (%)

1 10 1 042 0.93 6 697 5.97 3 545 3.16 45 557 40.58 6 835 6.09
0 2 459 2.19 0 0 15 762 14.04 47 662 42.46 23 161 20.63

2 10 1 055 0.56 9 866 5.24 2 298 1.22 49 735 26.44 6 825 3.63
0 29 296 15.57 0 0 21 628 11.50 81 271 43.20 21 007 11.17

3 10 1 967 0.56 35 326 10.01 5 542 1.57 125 431 35.56 7 810 2.21
0 17 140 4.86 0 0 58 235 16.51 150 055 42.54 50 857 14.42

4 10 921 0.82 5 547 4.96 2 569 2.30 36 259 32.44 3 096 2.77
0 5 379 4.81 0 0 22 229 19.89 31 443 28.13 22 581 20.20

5 10 1 751 1.22 10 629 7.38 8 283 5.75 73 729 51.22 11 539 8.02
0 4 442 3.09 0 0 16 554 11.50 73 138 50.81 25 312 17.58

6 10 234 0.10 13 537 5.55 677 0.28 16 802 6.88 2 053 0.84
0 52 495 21.51 0 0 39 795 16.31 64 864 26.58 28 781 11.79

NBZ Flatness (� ) Footslope Valley Pit Flat Peak

Number Percentage (%) Number Percentage (%) Number Percentage (%) Number Percentage (%) Number Percentage (%)

1 10 22 525 20.07 3 182 2.83 315 0.28 22 536 20.08 21 0.02
0 0 0 15 994 14.25 6 953 6.19 0 0 264 0.24

2 10 22 225 11.81 3 184 1.69 186 0.10 92 702 49.28 37 0.02
0 0 0 22 055 11.72 10 400 5.53 0 0 2 456 1.31

3 10 53 444 15.15 6 664 1.89 674 0.19 115 733 32.81 156 0.04
0 0 0 58 952 16.71 15 022 4.26 0 0 2 486 0.70

4 10 17 628 15.77 1 458 1.30 284 0.25 44 025 39.38 0 0
0 0 0 18 453 16.51 11 551 10.33 0 0 151 0.14

5 10 19 569 13.59 5 469 3.80 115 0.08 12 869 8.94 2 0
0 0 0 14 797 10.28 9 436 6.55 0 0 276 0.19

6 10 23 619 9.68 1 577 0.65 18 0.01 185 525 76.02 3 0
0 0 0 31 482 12.90 11 128 4.56 0 0 15 500 6.35

Fig. 6. Relationship between morphological elements and distributions of (a) the bank scarp and bank toe on the lateral profile when the flatness is 10� and (b) the bank scars
from the collapse and scour pits when the flatness is 0�.
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4.3. Key flatness for bank erosion

Fig. 7 shows morphological elements map for two key flatness.
The footslope cell represents the transition from the bank scarp to
riverbed. A high percentage of footslope results in a clear border
between the bank scarp and riverbed. The key flatness to highlight
56
the boundary between the bank scarp and riverbed is 10� for the
relatively large occupation of footslope cells. Meanwhile, the bank
scarp is covered by slope cells (Fig. 7(a)), with the location of the
six profiles, indicated as bank profiles, bp01–bp06.

Fig. 8 shows six profiles drawn from the cross-section of the
morphology, indicating that L = 100 m is sufficient to restrict the
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bank slope. The figure also demonstrates a terrain break between
the bank scarp and riverbed such that the slope ratio (i.e., the ratio
of slope height to length) of the profile curve covered by the slope
element is between 1/3 and 1/2 and that of the curve of the foot-
slope and flat is < 1/5.

Duan et al. [36] found that the stable slope ratio of a bank com-
posed of light loam or clay soil is < 1/3 in the middle and lower
reaches of the Yangtze River. Tang et al. [43] considered a stable
slope ratio as a criterion to determine bank collapse. The stable
Fig. 7. Geomorphons-based classification results for the morphological elements in NB
(a) 10� and (b) 0�.
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slope ratio of a bank varies for different river types and geological
conditions, but the stable slope range is typically approximately
1/3 to 1/2. For example, medium and fine sands have the smallest
stable slope ratio range of 0.24–0.36, whereas clay has the largest
stable slope ratio of 0.40–0.45. As indicated by a previous study
[44], when the bank slope exceeds the stable slope ratio, it may
collapse.

For the given flatness of 10�, the bank scarp with a ratio ranging
from 1/3 to 1/2, which is similar to the threshold stable ratio in the
Zs 1–6 with the location of bank profiles indicated as bp01–bp06 for a flatness of



Fig. 8. Bank profiles from bp01–bp06 in (a)–(f), respectively, overlaid with the morphological elements.
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Yangtze River, indicates that the area has the potential to collapse.
The flatness should also be assigned as 10� for the bank toe and riv-
erbed, which is equal to that of the bank scarp.

Fig. 7(b) shows that bank scars and scour pits are indicators of
bank erosion, represented by hollow cells and pit cells, respec-
tively. With the flatness of 0�, the occupation of the hollow and
pit cells remained small, not exceeding 1/5 (Table 1). Fig. 4 shows
that a greater flatness can lead to fewer hollow and pit cells. There-
fore, 0� is considered as a key value to extract the bank erosion fea-
tures of the bank scars and scour pits, as corresponding elements
cover the largest area.

Dunes should be viewed as a combination of valley and ridge
cells. The critical flatness for dunes should be 3�, because the ridge
and valley cells are distributed in the center of the crest and trough
of dunes, and the peak and pit cells have not notably expanded
with the relatively low occupation. With a flatness was 0�, the
dune can be indicated by a combination of ridge and peak cells
and the valley and pit cells (Fig. 4), because the peak and pit cells
expand from the center of the ridge and valley areas. With a flat-
ness of � 3�, the cell number fluctuates slightly for the valley
and ridge cells, forming an appropriate pattern indicating dunes.
Therefore, a flatness of � 3� is suitable for the recognition of dunes
when using the geomorphons method to extract dunes in the mid-
dle reach of the Yangtze River.

Table 2 summarizes the corresponding relationships between
the subaqueous morphological elements and bank erosion features
for key flatness values. With a flatness of 10�, the bank scarp and
riverbed are represented by the slope and flat cells, respectively.
Between the bank scarp and riverbed, the footslope cells indicate
the bank toe. With a flatness of 0�, the scars and boundary of the
bank collapse are represented by hollow and spur cells at the bank
slope, respectively. Scour pits are represented by pit cells in the
depression near the bank slope. The strategy is developed for the
NBZ on the side of the main channel, where a depression forms
along the thalweg.
5. Discussion

5.1. Relationship between bank erosion distribution and river regime

The morphological elements in the maps presented in Fig. 7
show the distribution of the features of bank erosion. The thalweg
is close to the bank at NBZs 3 and 5 (Fig. 1(b)), causing severe
scour. Comparing Figs. 7(a) and (b), scour pits are located at the
bank toe. The bank scarp is approximately 80 m long in NBZs 3
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and 5, where the scour pits are significant with a width > 20 m.
When the thalweg is away from the bank, the scour pits are not
developed at the bank toe, and the bank scarp is relatively short,
as in NBZs 2 and 6, with a length < 30 m. The presence of the scour
pit is not notable for NBZs 1, 2, 4, and 6, where the water depth
along the thalweg is < 10 m. However, the scour pit is significant
for NBZs 3 and 5, which have a water depth > 11 m, indicating that
a large scour pit is likely to develop at this water depth. Mean-
while, for a water depth < 10 m, smaller scour pits are distributed
within the troughs of dunes, as reported by previous studies [45–
47]. A subaqueous sand dune reflects an unstable bed form [48–
50]. Most areas of the riverbed are active because they are covered
by dunes.

The bottom of the strip collapse is near the water surface;
therefore, bank scars of the strip collapse are above the water sur-
face, as observed in the field. In contrast, the bottom of the arc col-
lapse is under water. Therefore, bank scars are considered
morphological indicators of arc collapse. Fig. 7(b) shows that the
bank scars are significant in NBZs 1, 3, 4, and 5, but are absent in
NBZs 2 and 6. At the location of the bank collapse, the length of
the bank scarp is reduced. This indicates that the arc collapse of
the bank tends to shorten the bank scarp and improves the stabil-
ity of the bank slope or reduces the size of its potential collapse.

Although an editing tool was used to remove outliers, there
remained many residual outliers that interrupted morphological
element mapping. The riverbed was covered by flat cells, with out-
liers in the form of scattered points (Fig. 7(a)). Fig. 7(b) shows the
outliers resulted in an unclear contour between various elements.
The impact of outliers on geomorphological interpretation must be
reduced in future studies.
5.2. Bank erosion inventory mapping

Table 2 presents the strategy that was used to guide the inven-
tory mapping of the bank erosion in ArcGIS version 10.3. Bank ero-
sion inventory maps were generated with zonal statistics based on
near-bank units. The NBZ was divided into 169 units with an inter-
val of 100 m. Furthermore, the bank units were overlaid with mor-
phological element maps with flatness values of 10� and 0� to
calculate the area of the bank scarp, bank scar, and scour pit using
the following steps. First, the toe line of the bank slope was man-
ually drawn based on the distribution of the dunes and bank toe.
Two areas near the bank were determined based on the toe line:
One was 50 m to the toe line, represented as polygon A for subse-
quent extraction of the scour pit, and the other is the bank slope



Table 2
Interpretation strategy for the bank erosion features from the morphological elements.

Flatness Riverbed Bank slope

Dunes Depression Gentle slope Steep slope

10� Flat ? bed — Footslope ? bank toe Slope ? bank scarp
3� Ridge ? crest of dune —

Valley ? trough of dune
0� Ridge and peak ? crest of dune Pit ? scour pit Hollow ? bank scar of collapse

Valley and pit ? trough of dune Spur ? collapse boundary

The strategy for the near-bank zone on the side of the main channel where depression forms along the thalweg.
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side within 200 m to the toe line, represented as polygon B for the
bank scarp and scar. Second, the morphological element map was
used to extract object cells using the ‘‘Raster Calculation” tool. Tak-
ing the bank scar as an example, the hollow was extracted from an
element map with a flatness of 0�. Then, the object cells were
selected as the elements for bank erosion when they are located
at a suitable position near the bank using the ‘‘Extract by Mask”
tool. For example, hollow cells cluster to form bank scars, but only
those within polygon B were preserved. Finally, an overlay of the
selected object cells in the NBZ was utilized to calculate the area
of the selected object cells per unit with the ‘‘Zonal Statistics as
Table” tool.

Considering these facets of mapping, the riverbank from
Linjiaolao to Chenglingji has a higher risk of failure than that
upstream of Linjiaolao. Fig. 9 shows that a longer bank scarp per-
tains to the relatively large area of scour pits based on their spatial
distribution from Qizhou to Chenglingji, where the bathymetric
data is relatively intact to overlap the main channel and cover
the scour pit near the bank toe. Bank scars account for a larger area
(i.e., area > 400 m2) when the length of the bank scarp exceeds
20 m (i.e., area > 2000 m2), indicating that bank arc collapse is
prone to occur along the bank with a longer scarp.

5.3. Comparison of flatness for various morphologies

Flatness values vary among geomorphons-based landform and
morphological delineation studies. In particular, a flatness value
of 1� has been widely used for medium-resolution (10–100 m)
studies in mountainous areas with an elevation difference of
approximately 1000 m [26,31,33]. Moreover, the same flatness
Fig. 9. Inventory of the bank erosion attributes drawn from the fluvial subaqueous morp
(c) bank scar of the collapse.
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value has been used for such studies in tributary catchments with
an elevation difference of approximately 100 m [35]. Kramm et al.
[32] used a flatness value of 3� and compared various grid sizes,
including 5, 10, and 30 m, for landform element classification on
the Loess Plateau. Most recently, Cui et al. [27] found that a flatness
value of 3�was suitable for landform element detection on the sea-
floor with a grid size of 250 m (Table S1 in Appendix A).

This study found that a flatness larger than 40� is not useful for
subaqueous morphological element mapping in the Yangtze River,
because flat cells occupy approximately 95% of the area. Critical
values for the flatness to map elements of the river’s subaqueous
bank erosion were 10� and 0�. With a flatness of 10�, the subaque-
ous bank scarp, bank toe, and riverbed were covered by the slope,
footslope, and flat cells. With a flatness of 0�, the bank scars and
scour pits were revealed by hollow and pit cells. With a flatness
of 3�, the dunes were present as a combination of valley and ridge
cells. Various flatness values are necessary for determining fluvial
subaqueous morphological elements, in contrast to existing
geomorphons-based landform and morphological delineation
studies that use a specific flatness for a region. This is because
the fluvial elements are mutually superimposed. For example,
dunes are distributed within the riverbed, bank scars are dis-
tributed on the bank slope, and scour pits are distributed at the
bank toe. A relatively large flatness can filter a relatively small
roughness or texture present with a relatively small flatness. For
a bank scarp with a slope ratio of approximately 1/3 to 1/2, a large
flatness is necessary to separate the bank scarp from the riverbed.
To extract the bank scar, scour pit, and dunes from the surface
roughness and texture, a small flatness is required. Conversely,
most existing studies have not considered the relationship of the
hological element maps, including the area of the (a) bank scarp, (b) scour pit, and
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superimposition of landform or morphological elements for terres-
trial or marine environments.
6. Conclusions

Conventional maps generated from multibeam measurement
records cannot reflect subaqueous morphological elements of bank
erosion. Therefore, this study introduced a geomorphons algorithm
to auto-classify subaqueous surfaces into slope, footslope, flat,
ridge, peak, valley, pit, spur, hollow, and shoulder cells and exam-
ined their function as indicators of bank erosion.

In the geomorphons method, three parameters, namely the
lookup distance, skip radius, and flatness, must be preset. The
lookup distance controls the size of the traversal window, and a
value of 100 m is sufficiently large to restrict the bank slope, scour
pit, and bank scar. The skip radius was set to 3 m to eliminate out-
lier effects. Flatness is critical in the geomorphons-based extrac-
tion of elements. The footslope element, which is considered as a
bank toe, efficiently separates the bank scarp from the riverbed
with a flatness of 10�. The slope element indicates that the bank
scarp is prone to collapse, because its profile curve has a slope ratio
between 1/3 and 1/2, which is similar to the stable slope ratio in
the middle of the Yangtze River. Hollow and pit cells better repre-
sent the areal bank scar and scour pit with the highest percentage
at a flatness of 0�. At a suitable flatness, the distribution of sub-
aqueous morphological elements is analyzed and used to map
the bank erosion inventory. The analysis reveals that, on the main
channel side, the NBZ with a relatively large water depth is prone
to form a long bank scarp where arc collapse tends to occur. Large
scour pits develop when the water depth is > 11 m and the bank
scarp is stretched. Arc collapse shortens the length of the bank
scarp and improves bank stability.

Flatness is also important to extract the dunes in a fluvial envi-
ronment; for the Yangtze River, the efficient range of flatness for
such extraction is between 0� and 3�. Various flatness values are
necessary for the recognition of fluvial subaqueous morphological
elements exhibiting mutual superimposition. This is different from
the classification of terrestrial landform and sea floor elements
achieved with one flatness value used in existing studies.
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